
OBJECTIVE
v This study aims to evaluate the prognostic role of TT monitoring before and during novel anti-androgen therapies (NAAT) in CRPC on the treatment

efficacy of NAAT, determined by: (1) PSA response; (2) PSA-progression free survival (PSA-PFS); (3) Overall Survival (OS)
v To evaluate the prevalence and prognostic role of TT ‘bounce’ phenomenon (defined by >10% in TT upon initiation of NAAT)

DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION
v Serial TT monitoring remains an important predictive marker of NAAT response in CRPC. In particular, continued androgen suppression,

represented by low TT levels predicts favorable PSA-PFS and OS
v A newly described TT ‘bounce’ phenomenon, observed in 1/3 patients provides further implications on oncological outcomes

INTRODUCTION
v In CRPC, continued testosterone (TT) monitoring remains uncertain in the setting of combinatory ADT with novel antiandrogen therapies (NAAT)
v Fluctuations of TT during combinatory therapies have been observed but the implications are uncertain

Serum testosterone levels and testosterone 
‘bounce’ phenomenon predict response to 

novel anti-androgen therapies in castration-
resistant prostate cancer

RESULTS

MATERIALS AND METHODS
v 92 consecutive CRPC patients were recruited over a 5-year period (2014-18). All patients received ADT as the primary hormonal control at HSPC.
v TT levels were continuously regularly monitored at 3-6 monthly intervals
v TT were evaluated as a continuously variable before categorizing into very low (<20ng/dL) and low (20-50ng/dL) levels.
v PSA response (% change in PSA), time to PSA-PFS and time of OS were recorded
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v A TT ‘bounce’ phenomenon was observed in one-thirds of patients
v The ‘bounce’ phenomenon was associated with (1) poorer PSA response, (2) shorter PSA-PFS, (3) shorter OS 

Primary outcome
v A higher TT level before initiation of NAAT was associated with improved PSA response and PSA-PFS
v A lower TT level during NAAT was associated with improved PSA- PFS and OS
v A longer time to CRPC was associated with improved all three oncological outcomes


